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Introduction

**INCREASING PACE OF INNOVATIONS IN HARDWARE AND ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE (AI) SOLUTIONS** is enabling a range of software systems to be deployed closer to their users, a paradigm referred to as edge computing. Software systems at the edge allow users to process data closer to where it is generated, resulting in timelier decision making. Increased timeliness in decision making has several advantages for defense and national security applications for edge software systems. However, innovative and successful software systems at the edge need to evolve rapidly to realize constrained scenarios requiring resource-awareness and dynamic mission adaptation. Today many of the edge systems supporting battle management command and control (BMC2) and forward-deployed military operations are not designed to be cyber resilient or flexible enough to adapt to limited computing resources, intermittent or denied network connectivity, security concerns, high cognitive load, and operational uncertainties.

While much of industry is focused on the hardware and networking aspects of edge computing, much less attention is being given to the software stack that enables mission capabilities, despite the operational uncertainty that is typical of tactical environments. To fill this gap, the Carnegie Mellon University’s Software Engineering Institute (SEI), a federally funded research and development center, is working to define and improve the software stack for edge systems, as well as tools for their development and deployment.

**Workshop Purpose**
The future of defense and national security systems will increasingly be at the edge, as the need to enable computational decision making closer to users and where the data is generated will only increase. Edge systems will need to not only incorporate AI-driven innovations swiftly, but also be able to operate in heterogeneous hardware and network environments. Software is the glue that brings together data, hardware, and networks for edge systems. The ability to respond to these emerging needs effectively requires a roadmap for edge software systems that identifies existing solutions, opportunities, and gaps. Towards this goal, the SEI convened an invitation-only workshop in November 2022.

The goal of the workshop was to bring together key national defense stakeholders of edge software systems to share challenges, solutions, and lessons learned and to identify top-priority areas that require greater research and development. Workshop participants included representatives from the Office of the Undersecretary of Defense for Research and Engineering (OUSD R&E), the U.S. Marine Corps, the U.S. Army, the U.S. Navy, the Naval Sea Systems Command, the Program Executive Office (PEO) Intelligence Electronic Warfare & Sensors (IEW&S), the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA), Qinetiq, MIT Lincoln Labs, and the RAND Corporation. Based on input from the workshop participants, we defined three main areas in which we need to collectively make progress to provide reliable capabilities at the edge and in turn enable deployment and use of AI and machine-learning (ML) capabilities at the edge. The focus areas are:

- resource adaptation at the edge
- rapid deployment to the edge
- data and data architecting for the edge

This report describes the challenges and recommendations for these focus areas, which the workshop discussions elicited.

**What is the Edge?**

The edge is a term that refers to the edge of the connected network. Edge systems are systems that operate at the edge, close to where data and computation are needed. Edge systems are often part of larger distributed systems where cloud nodes and edge nodes interact, with edge nodes serving as intermediaries between proximate users and the cloud. The term cloud-to-edge continuum describes the interaction between cloud and edge nodes in which data and computation move between them as needed. Edge computing then refers to data processing and computation tasks near the edge. The terms edge, edge systems, and edge computing are often used interchangeably and tend to focus on hardware, network, or data aspects. We use the term edge software system to highlight the critical role that software plays, enabling advances in edge hardware and networks, as well as efficient data storage, access, processing, and analysis for decision making at the edge. Finally, the term tactical edge refers to the more constrained, diverse, uncertain edge environments in which military personnel execute missions in areas that range from air to sea to ground.

**Challenges and Recommendations for Engineering of Edge Software Systems**
The focus of this workshop was to envision the future of software systems at the edge so that we can ensure they can address these challenges, adapt as technologies rapidly evolve, and stay relevant to mission, threat, and operational realities. The three areas we identified as a result of the workshop represent areas that need higher priority research attention.

**RESOURCE ADAPTATION AT THE EDGE**

Edge software systems need to adapt to changing missions and dynamic operating environments. While connectivity to the cloud is not an issue in urban, industrial, or enterprise edge environments,
it cannot be guaranteed in tactical environments that experience higher levels of uncertainty. Software systems at the tactical edge operate in disconnected, intermittent, limited (DIL) environments, with active attackers, changing missions and environmental conditions, and shorter timeframes for decision making.\textsuperscript{2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7}

The characteristics of edge environments combined with resource limitations of edge devices pose challenges to both the design of adaptation mechanisms and their actual execution during operations.

\textbf{CHALLENGE 1: TOOLS AND TECHNIQUES FOR ELICITING AND DESIGNING FOR UNCERTAINTY ARE LACKING.}

Edge software systems operate in environments with high levels of uncertainty because they are deployed in DIL environments, often with attackers trying to sabotage the mission that the systems support. The amount of uncertainty in the operating environment and available resources drive architecture design decisions for coping with the uncertainty. For example, a system that is expected to operate in a 70\% uncertain network environment will be architected differently from one that operates in a 30\% uncertain network environment. While there is a large body of work studying adaptive and self-adaptive software systems, outcomes are often not mature enough to be deployed in industrial and defense edge environments.\textsuperscript{3, 9} Moreover, these outcomes lack an explicit focus on enumerating sources of uncertainty, eliciting ranges of variability, and mapping design approaches accordingly. Consequently, users are left to manage operational risks while they have minimal trust in the systems. Developers today lack tools and techniques that can help with architecting systems that can quickly sense, adapt, and respond to environmental changes and security threats.

\textbf{CHALLENGE 2: EFFICIENT COMPUTATION DISTRIBUTION REQUIRES TRUSTED EDGE NODES AND COMPUTATION TASKS.}

Edge software capabilities may need to be split across multiple edge devices for several reasons, including: (a) resource constraints of edge devices limit the amount of computation that can be executed on a single device, (b) high risk of loss of edge devices requires replication of capabilities across multiple devices for higher resiliency, (c) dynamic availability of resources enables capabilities to be allocated on-the-fly to improve performance, and (d) limited battery and computation power requires edge devices to offload resource-intensive computation to more powerful resources (e.g., edge servers, cloud servers). However, distributed systems come with many complex challenges, especially considering the cloud-to-edge continuum. For example, when pooling heterogeneous resources to fulfill a mission, many questions arise that are not technical yet are critical: What is the policy for sharing resources? If I share a resource, can I trust authorized use? Can I trust all available shared resources? While these questions may be easy to answer if the same organization owns all nodes and computation tasks, they are not easy to answer in environments where many organizations come together to support a mission, especially in coalition environments and multi-domain missions. There is room for improvement both in technical and organizational solutions.

\textbf{CHALLENGE 3: DATA DISTRIBUTION IS COMPLICATED BY UNRELIABLE AND HETEROGENEOUS EDGE NETWORKS.}

Reliable network access and bandwidth cannot be guaranteed in edge environments. In multi-domain and coalition scenarios where different organizations and networks come together to support missions at the edge, edge systems will likely operate in environments with a combination of short-range and long-range networks of varying reliability. Some links might be reliable but low bandwidth, some might be reliable but only available at set times, and some may come in and out unexpectedly. These networks connect a variety of edge nodes, ranging from a simple mobile device to moderately sophisticated nodes (such as drones) to portable compute environments with server racks and network-attached storage. All these edge nodes have different network requirements. Dealing with this mix of network links and edge nodes and adapting to maximize the use of bandwidth when it becomes available are difficult design problems. One of the main challenges in these conditions becomes data distribution—ensuring that data arrives where and when it is needed despite the unreliability of the network. Different levels of reliability will drive different design decisions to manage fault tolerance and network failure and unavailability. For example, a system with planned periods of connectivity will be architected differently than a system with unplanned periods of connectivity. In addition to technical challenges, there are policy challenges related to deciding what data to send when networks and bandwidth become available and how to implement those policies in software.

\textbf{Recommendations:} Edge software systems must be robust and resilient against changes in the operating environment and against adversarial control and action. This means that they must be resource aware, network aware, and policy aware.

\textbf{Closing Organizational and Policy Gaps}

- Clear policies for resource prioritization and data prioritization in edge environments need to be defined and implemented in software to support automation. Understanding network requirements for edge capabilities and a prioritization of those capabilities based on policy can inform network allocation mechanisms so that bandwidth is assigned to the highest priority capabilities for the mission.
- Development processes must prescribe the use of threat-modeling techniques such as STRIDE\textsuperscript{10} or Attack Trees\textsuperscript{11} to help define security requirements for edge systems and understanding tradeoffs.
Closing Technical Gaps

• Greater research is needed on designing for uncertainty. Development processes for software systems at the edge must include activities that focus on understanding available resources at the edge and their uncertainty before developing a solution, as these factors will define many critical design decisions.

• Rapid progress needs to be made in mechanisms for decentralized authentication and authorization that will enable more dynamic and trusted computation allocation, especially for coalition and multi-domain mission support.

Rapid Deployment to the Edge

The Department of Defense's (DoD's) Software Modernization Strategy lays out a vision where the DoD can rapidly deliver software capabilities to the battlefield, providing warfighters with the latest innovations they need for their mission. Increasing deployment speed at the edge will require more efficient and secure pipelines for software delivery, as well as new strategies to keep the software up to date in changing environments.

Challenge 1: Commercial and DoD DevSecOps Approaches Do Not Transfer Directly to Pushing Computation to the Edge Rapidly and Efficiently.

The uncertain and dynamic conditions that warfighters operating at the edge experience require frequent capability updates. However, as edge environments are often DIL environments, this results in fewer opportunities to push software updates to edge devices. In addition, these updates must be small because edge devices are resource limited. As the DoD prepares its network infrastructure for conflicts with near peers, it will face new scenarios of active denial, such as adversarial ML attacks on 5G systems. If edge systems are disconnected, it inhibits their agility and ability to be fully cooperative nodes in tactical systems. These constraints prevent new updates of capability from keeping up with the operational tempo of the warfighter. DevSecOps strategies embraced by the commercial sector and the DoD (such as the Air Force’s Platform One) provide a good starting framework for utilizing automation to update cloud software in short timeframes. However, this automation does not extend to edge updates and deployment to meet mission needs in tactical timeframes. One major reason for this is that these edge systems often require safety certifications for any code modifications prior to deployment, and current DevSecOps practices lack rigorously defined processes with traceability of requirements to support this.

Challenge 2: Even If Network and Platform Challenges Are Resolved, Pushing Computation to the Edge Securely Remains a Challenge.

The next major barrier to rapid edge deployment is security. As evidenced by the president’s recent Executive Order (EO) 14028 on Improving the Nation’s Cybersecurity, security is increasingly a major concern for all software across the government. As the DoD looks to secure its software supply chain, edge software has the unique security challenge of operating in actively denied and adversarial environments, resulting in issues of trust and verification of identities of edge system users. As over-the-air (OTA) updates are deployed, guarantees need to be in place to ensure that software packages arrive unaltered without breaking device operation. Another security concern that conflicts with rapid deployments is receiving authorization to operate (ATO), which can be a long and costly process. The last concern is how to incentivize organizations to prioritize security, given that security costs do not provide extra capability to the military operator.

Challenge 3: DoD Edge Systems Are Not Built As Closed-Loop Systems.

Current software supply chain pipelines focus mainly on pushing software out to the edge, but the feedback loop from the edge to the development and build environment is often slow and ill-defined—and sometimes even nonexistent. Much focus has been placed on collecting data from the edge, storing it, and analyzing it. However, the pathway and infrastructure need to include tasks and opportunities to revise software capabilities based on this data. Tactical edge environments tend to be filled with uncertainty that can cause deployed capability performance to degrade. Development teams can use the collected data to understand and address additional operator needs, such as vulnerabilities, new functionality, or broken functionality. In particular, the rise in deployment of AI and ML systems at the edge further amplifies the need for this feedback loop. As AI and ML models are very data driven and situation dependent, monitoring model performance is key to determining when the model is no longer relevant and needs to be retrained. In addition, data at the edge needs to be collected, labeled, and used for retraining. This is critically important for ensuring that warfighters receive the best situational awareness and that they can trust deployed capabilities. Closed-loops systems enable filling gaps in timeliness, accuracy, and trust.

Recommendations: To enable rapid deployment of capabilities to the edge, deployment pipelines for edge systems need to use feedback mechanisms to be more efficient and secure.

Closing Organizational and Policy Gaps

• Automated, immutable workloads (e.g., containers) must be used to deploy software to the edge instead of updating software through manual access, as directed by the Federal Zero Trust Architecture Strategy. This increases security by limiting direct user access and reduces errors that manual changes introduce.

• Automated DevSecOps platforms need to be embraced and extended to support the safety-critical certification processes required for edge systems.

• Processes such as the Air Force’s Fast-Track ATO or continuous ATO (cATO) need to be adopted to provide ATO pathways that are more agile.
Closing Technical Gaps

- Investment is required to bring connected network infrastructure to edge environments, specifically investment focused on techniques to combat adversarial and active denial of communications.
- Security for edge networking requires additional investment in areas that include authorization and authentication methods, secure-by-construction software architectures, and active security monitoring to detect new and evolving threats.
- Research is required for active monitoring of edge environments to detect and remedy situations where capabilities are degraded, such as ML models operating on drifted data, which is sometimes caused by adversarial action (e.g., data poisoning).
- To decrease the feedback-loop timeline, additional research is required to extend the development pipeline to the edge, such as continuous AI and ML model retraining at the edge.

DATA AND DATA ARCHITECTING FOR THE EDGE

The ability to collect and process data at the edge for timely decision making is of high priority for edge systems. Increasing availability of AI solutions provides opportunities for realizing advanced decision-making scenarios at the edge; however, the success of AI-enabled capabilities relies on access to data. Edge environments take each of the five Vs of big data challenges to the extreme: volume, velocity, variety, veracity, and value. Mission uncertainty in edge environments introduces challenges for both creating data architectures that can serve multi-domain missions and architecting edge systems in a manner that incorporates data-related concerns, such as handling different levels of data classification at the edge.

CHALLENGE 1: DATA STANDARDS AND GOVERNANCE DO NOT ENABLE TIMELY LEVERAGE OF TECHNICAL INNOVATIONS.

Edge systems are characterized by their diversity in several dimensions, including but not limited to organizational and technical diversity. On the organizational side, edge systems often need to support multi-organization scenarios that may have different data and mission needs. On the technical side, these multi-organization scenarios are supported by multi-sensor, multi-platform, and heterogeneous hardware. Standards can assist in collecting clean and consistent data, which can also assist with governance. Without those standards, capabilities cannot be developed at speed. In addition, redundant, inconsistent, and incomplete data collection practices introduce an avoidable cost and time burden. Creating data standards is an important step in supporting use cases, such as the ability to quickly define data-access privileges in multi-domain and organizational settings operating at the edge and to support data fusion. Especially today, military edge systems that support different services have different sensors that generate different images of different resolutions, file sizes, aspect ratio, metadata, etc. When data varies, the approaches to support decision making and algorithms to support data analysis vary.

CHALLENGE 2: TOOLS AND TECHNIQUES TO SUPPORT DATA TRANSFORMATION AT THE EDGE NEED BREAKTHROUGH IMPROVEMENTS.

Data transformation is the process of converting, cleansing, and structuring data into a usable format that can be analyzed to support decision-making processes. Each time data is processed through these transformation phases, some aspect of the data may get lost or misrepresented. While standards may help alleviate the data-loss challenge, especially by defining metadata, standards alone are not sufficient to address all data-transformation challenges, especially for edge capabilities where extreme heterogeneity and multi-modal data is the norm. Data transformation pipelines at the edge typically include the following stages: collection, cleansing, prioritization, sharing, and execution. Each of these stages may be executed on different platforms between cloud and edge systems. In addition to designing these pipelines with modularity in mind for scalability and ease of distribution across platforms, as we envision edge systems, we must accept that some data will be lost and therefore we must design capabilities with this assumption. Given storage-cost and scalability concerns, it is critical to develop techniques to: (a) improve decision making regarding what data to store and for what duration, (b) determine where data collection, processing, and analysis should take place, and (c) decide how data is consumed. As new techniques that support and inform data transformation are developed, the fidelity of decision making will increase, while the risk that originates from data loss throughout the data transformation process decreases.

CHALLENGE 3: EDGE SYSTEMS ARE NOT DESIGNED FOR DATA SCALABILITY, INTEGRATION, AND INTEROPERABILITY.

As edge systems become increasingly ubiquitous, the enormous scalability challenges around quantity, filtering, and storage of data are inevitable. To determine how the system can recognize new data, decide to collect data, and identify when to store or when to send data, edge systems must include monitoring capabilities that support data scalability and interoperability, as well as timely updates to models to accommodate critical changes. Edge systems face multidimensional scalability challenges related to data. For example, resources that support computation—including resource needs for AI model training and development—must be scalable. Plus, edge systems require storage solutions to support data at scale. Finally, edge systems must implement tactics to decide what responsibilities should rest at the edge nodes versus in cloud resources. Data integration and interoperability challenges often stem from the heterogeneity and uncertainty of edge environments. Systems need to be architected with an understanding of tradeoffs of strategies, such as common versus distributed storage, middleware-based versus application-based integration, and edge- versus cloud-hosted computation.
Recommendations: For enabling timely and accurate decisions at the edge, edge software systems need to be developed for heterogeneity and multi-modal data processing, considering that scalability, integration, and interoperability challenges will be the norm. Data standards and governance strategies need to be orchestrated along with technical strategies to address these challenges.

Closing Organizational and Policy Gaps
• Data needs to be treated as a priority and an essential artifact of all systems, but especially edge systems. To support such a shift in system ownership and design, initiatives developing data standards and policy need to be accelerated.
• Organizations need to focus their internal efforts on developing up-to-date data strategies that align, challenge, and integrate with other related, relevant data strategies.
• Data standards and policies that appropriately support heterogeneous edge environments will further enable policy-aware development of common capabilities, while still allowing multi-sensor, multi-platform, multi-hardware infrastructures.

Closing Technical Gaps
• Data pipelines that support the collect, cleanse, prioritize, share, and execute stages of data need to be architected both with scale and uncertainty in mind.
• Research on data scalability, integration, and interoperability for edge systems needs funding focused on developing techniques that incorporate managing uncertainty and heterogeneity.
• Research initiatives that define and develop techniques for policy-aware edge systems need to be launched.

Enabling AI and ML at the Edge
AI and ML capabilities are increasingly being deployed at the edge to support a variety of missions, including improved situational awareness, support for intel analysts, and autonomous systems. While any type of edge software system faces the challenges outlined in the previous sections, solving these challenges is even more important in the context of edge software systems that include AI and ML capabilities. Solving resource adaptation, rapid deployment, and data and data architecting challenges as outlined in this report will contribute to realizing successful tactical AI and ML solutions at the edge.

Figure 1: Realizing Successful AI and ML Solutions at the Edge

• Resource adaptation: AI and ML components are compute intensive, in many cases requiring specialized hardware such as GPUs to run. Tradeoffs between accuracy and resource consumption are well known in edge systems. A solution for the resource-consumption problem is to distribute AI and ML tasks across edge nodes, which requires efficient computation distribution. In addition, the accuracy of AI and ML components will degrade over time due to data drift and concept drift. Data drift occurs due to differences between training data and production data, while concept drift occurs due to changes in the process that generates data (e.g., adversaries rapidly learn to change the appearance of things so that AI and ML models overlook them—same inputs, different labels). Regardless of the type, drift adds yet another source of uncertainty that needs to be analyzed prior to deployment and then monitored at run time to ensure proper responses to drift detection. Finally, data at the edge needs to be collected and sent to a centralized location for creating datasets for future use, which places yet another demand for already constrained bandwidth.
• Rapid deployment: Because AI and ML models tend to drift over time and because they are deployed in dynamic edge environments, these will likely have to be retrained with data collected at the edge and redeployed more often than traditional software components. Tools and infrastructure to support rapid model retraining, efficient and secure deployment to the edge, and closed-loop data collection will be necessary to ensure that models remain relevant to the mission.
• Data and data architecting: It is critical to have the right training data and to be able to augment that data with data collected at the edge to ensure continued operation of AI and ML capabilities. The potentially large amount of data collected at the edge along with storage limitations of edge devices will require efficient execution of data collection and prioritization policies and processes to decide: (a) which data is relevant for retraining and which can be discarded, (b) how to label collected data, and (c) which summarization and filtering processes to use to optimize bandwidth for data transmission. The most effective edge AI and ML systems will be those that expertly combine data labeling with data acquisition.
Call to Action
The workshop made clear that we need to make progress on technical, organizational, and policy issues in parallel to realize present and future edge scenarios. Top-priority actions that need immediate attention include: (a) developing techniques to support more adaptive architecting, development, and deployment approaches, (b) improving upon often incorrect communications and resource assumptions at the edge, and (c) addressing the uncertainty that is inherent to operating in tactical edge environments. Teams developing these systems as well as science and technology organizations developing next-generation techniques both need to address these actions. As our recommendations reveal, the design, development, deployment, and evolution of edge software systems require both organizational and policy changes, as well as investments in research to close technical gaps related to resource adaptation, rapid deployment, and data management at the edge. Finally, as stated in the DoD software modernization strategy, edge software systems require the development of software talent that understands the levels of uncertainty and adaptation required at the tactical edge.12
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